SERVICE ADVISORY

LONG-TERM CONSTRUCTION REROUTE

TRANSIT SERVICE IS REROUTED OFF THE UW CAMPUS DURING THE CLOSURE OF STEVENS WAY

Route(s): 31, 32 & 75
Start: Wednesday, 8/21/19 – Start of service
Operate: At all times during the closure
End: Friday, 8/30/19 – End of service
Notes: This reroute, including bus stops missed and served, is revised effective with the start of service on Wednesday, 8/21.

Heading east and north, routes 31 & 32 continue as Route 75 to Lake City.

Heading south and west, Route 75 continues as routes 31 or 32 to Wallingford and Fremont, then on to Magnolia or Seattle Center respectively.

Start and end times may be subject to change.

Sign up for Transit Alerts.

First Direction  Second Direction  Legend  Top

EASTBOUND -
RT 31 & 32 TO CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

NORTHBOUND -
RT 75 TO NORTHGATE

Regular route to EB NE Campus Pkwy & 15 Av NE

R on SB 15 Av NE
L on EB NE Pacific St
L on EB NE Pacific Pl
L on NB Montlake Blvd NE
R on EB NE 45 St
C on regular route

MISSED STOPS
EB GRANT LN/FS GEORGE WASHINGTON LN
EB STEVENS WY/NS OKANOGAN LN
EB STEVENS WY/FS RAINIER VISTA
NB STEVENS WY/FS BENTON LN
NB STEVENS WY/NS PEND OREILLE RD

USE STOPS
EB NE CAMPUS PKWY/NS UNIVERSITY WY NE – BAY 2
SB 15 AV NE/FS NE 40 ST
EB NE PACIFIC ST/FS 15 AV NE
NB MONTLAKE BLVD NE/FS NE PACIFIC PL – BAY 3
NB MONTLAKE BLVD NE/AT NE 45 ST
EB NE 45 ST/FS MARY GATES MEMORIAL DR NE

SOUTHBOUND -
RT 75 TO THE UNIVERSITY DISTRICT

WESTBOUND -
RTB 31 & 32 TO MAGONOLIA OR SEATTLE CENTER

Regular route to SB Montlake Blvd NE & NE 44 St

C on SB Montlake Blvd NE
R on WB NE Pacific St
R on NB 15 Av NE
L on WB NE Campus Pkwy
C on regular route

MISSED STOPS
SB STEVENS WY/FS PEND OREILLE RD
SB STEVENS WY/NS BENTON LN
WB STEVENS WY/RAINIER VISTA
WB STEVENS WY/FS GARPFIELD LN
WB GRANT LN/FS STEVENS WY

USE STOPS
WB NE 45 ST/FM UNION BAY PL NE
WB MONTLAKE BLVD NE/FS NE 45 ST
SB MONTLAKE BLVD NE/FS NE PACIFIC PL – BAY 4
WB NE PACIFIC ST/FS MONTLAKE BLVD NE – BAY 2
WB NE PACIFIC ST/NS 15 AV NE
NB 15 AV NE/NS NE CAMPUS PKWY
WB NE CAMPUS PKWY/NS 12 AV NE – BAY 4
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Legend
Direction  Routing Turns  Stop Orientation
EB = Eastbound  C = Continue  AT = At
IB = Inbound  L = Left  FM = Far Side – Mid-block
NB = Northbound  R = Right  FS = Far side – just after the intersection